
Extract from response to task: Discuss the presentation of men in the text that you have studied. 
Clearly, Alec represents the modern landowner, who believes he is entitled to do what he wishes with a ‘country maid.’ Hardy alludes to the Biblical serpent 
in his description of Alec, with his ‘swarthy complexion’ and ‘bold rolling eye.’ The present continuous verb ‘rolling’, acting as a pre-modifier in the noun phrase, 
suggests Alec’s central role. He, as a typical patriarchal male, is the predator, and the beautiful Tess is the prey his ‘rolling eye’ has been searching for. Despite 
men often acting in a domineering manner in Victorian Britain, seeking out a woman in such a way is clearly an aspect of Alec’s behaviour which Hardy 
criticises. It is also likely that Alec is being presented as an example of a predatory being, in alignment with Darwin’s theory of natural selection in which the 
strongest and fittest are dominant. Contrastingly, Angel idolises her spirituality: in the noun phrase ‘fresh and virginal daughter of Nature’, the attributive pre-
modifier ‘virginal’ implies the deluded perspective of men about the definition of purity in Victorian Britain…

Success criteria:
AO1 Terminology      AO2 Quotations+comments on meanings     AO3 Analytical link to context, i.e how does context influence text?

Also notice:
Adverbials to introduce ideas Speculative and tentative language Alternative readings where possible   Embedding of quotations   

Introduction: include key 
word(s) from the question. 
Outline a line of argument.
Paragraph 1: Select a key 
episode or aspect of the theme. 
Analyse several quotations 
using the Statement-Evidence-
Analysis approach. Embed 
context.
Paragraph 2: Further key 
episode/aspect. Make links with 
previous paragraph. Embed 
context.
Paragraph 3: As for Paragraph 2.
Paragraph 4 (if time or if 
necessary): As for Paragraphs 2 
and 3.
Conclusion: Return to key 
word(s) from question. Explain 
how line of argument has been 
proved.

Suggested essay 
structure
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Heredity; Darwinism; 
Malthusianism; 
gender relations; 
poverty; alienation; 
mechanisation; attitudes 
to marriage; fate; social 
class; Nonconformity; 
censorship; the ‘fallen 
woman’; illegitimacy; 
Victorian ‘double 
standards’ of morality

Key contextual 
ideas (AO3)

AO1: Terminology; written 
expression
(15 marks)
AO2: Meanings
(15 marks)
AO3: Context
(30 marks) 
Total 60 marks=60 minutes

Key Words from 
Assessment Objectives

Adverbials; stative/
dynamic verbs; common/
proper/concrete/ abstract 
nouns; adjectives; 
pronouns; simple/
compound/complex/
minor sentences; noun 
phrases; connotations; 
similes/metaphors/
personification; 
alliteration; declaratives/
imperatives/interrogatives/
exclamatories

Key Linguistic/
literary terms (AO1)Nature

Social class/class conflict
Poverty
Male attitudes to women
Religion
Marriage
Morality and hypocrisy
Justice and 
injustice
Violence
Work
Reader’s attitudes to the 
protagonist/antagonists
Different settings
Heredity
Fate and free will
Crime
Thwarted hopes/ambitions
Suffering

Some key themes


